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The Rainmaker Foundation exists to catalyse the
emergence of a supportive startup-style ecosystem
that will accelerate the impact of small charities with
big potential.
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“Charlotte and Cosmina were not only busy
establishing the Accelerator programme, they
were also responding to all enquiries from charities
and interested Rainmakers across multiple
communication platforms. They needed to see and
manage their relationships efficiently to assist with
encouraging charities to apply to the Accelerator
programmme. They required a database that they
could update easily and readily report from. The
ability to have one view to assess the progress of
the programme and the Foundation’s overheads
was a critical requirement,” says Jasmine Ashley,
makepositive Implementation Consultant.

Problem Definition:

Technical specification:

The foundation had a database with multiple
account and contact types. Podio, Hubspot and plain
old Excel had previously been used for recording
information on different stakeholder groups. The
Salesforce platform enabled the charity to bring
everything together into one CRM and enhance
their ability to track relationships and engagement
with charities and Rainmakers more effectively.

The project timeline was five days to design,
configure, test and train. makepositive configured
accounts, contacts, tasks, events, leads and
opportunities to facilitate the Accelerator application
process. Multiple record types were used to manage
stakeholder accounts and relationships. Data upload
and training sessions were delivered. AppExchange
products were researched and recommended with a
trial of Ebsta for Gmail installed on the final day.

Why choose makepositive?
“It was important for us to find a partner with crosssector experience that could map our complicated
landscape of stakeholders, which encompasses both
charities and commercial entities. Additionally, we
were drawn to makepositive’s embedded values of
collaboration and positive working, which we try to
mirror in our own organisation and way of work,”
Charlotte Newman, Chief Operating Officer at
Rainmaker Foundation.

The Rainmaker Foundation had already progressed
with web development prior to this engagement,
enabling an online payment tool, extensive use
of online accounting software and marketing
campaign management tools to launch.
makepositive recommended an add-on product
Ebsta from the AppExchange to allow for emails
to be synced back to Salesforce.com accounts,
contacts and opportunities. Ebsta offer not for profit
license pricing and are a London-based company.
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“Cosmina Popa and Charlotte
Newman are passionate and
clear communicators of the
message of the Rainmaker
Foundation.”

This solution utilised the Sales Cloud platform
coupled with the Not-for-profit Starter Pack with
pre-configured custom objects to assist with
relationship management and donations. Due to the
unique nature of the Foundation and its processes,
the starter pack did not cover the majority of their
requirements as it was focused more on household
donations and volunteers. The Rainmaker
Foundation solution was implemented with two
licenses but has a future plan in place to grow as the
Foundation grows.

Impact statement:

Feedback for makepositive from the Rainmaker
Foundation:

“Requirements that were most important to the
relationship management goal were given the
highest priority and the remaining requirements
were categorised as “if time permits.” What has
made this project incredible is the positive impact
this migration from spreadsheet to Saleforce.com
will have for the team, the amount we were able
to deliver in a short time frame and the space for
integrations and the evolution of their solution
as the Accelerator programme advances and the
Rainmaker Foundation grows.

“One thing on the logistics side was that because we
were on a waiting list of when we might be assigned
someone, we were a little bit caught off guard when
Jasmine was assigned on a week’s notice. It just
meant that we didn’t start with all of the database
information prepared for uploading, so were
working backwards a little bit to get the information
uploaded, even though the framework for us to put
everything into is now there.” Charlotte Newman.
Client feedback from makepositive:
“Cosmina Popa and Charlotte Newman are
passionate and clear communicators of the
message of the Rainmaker Foundation. I was warmly
welcomed into the project. I was able to get a great
understanding of the Foundation’s focus and an
appreciation for their hard work, dedication and
vision.
It was a pleasure working with both Cosmina and
Charlotte. My goal was to deliver on as many of
their requirements as possible so they could focus
on the running of the Foundation. To meet two
passionate people working so hard on a programme
that is going to change the way in which charities
work in the future is amazing.” Jasmine Ashley,
makepositive Implementation Consultant.

“We really appreciated how well Jasmine led
the process. She listened to our needs and her
determination to set us up with the best platform
she could in the time that she had. The handover
document she prepared has also been incredibly
useful. It’s been a learning curve for us on how
to use Salesforce effectively and the document
has definitely helped to plug that gap.” Charlotte
Newman, Rainmaker Foundation.

It’s created a reference point for us to build up
our operations and the dashboard element that
Jasmine built in has really helped us to formalise
our KPIs and streamline our reporting mechanisms,”
Charlotte Newman, Rainmaker Foundation.
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“We knew what we
wanted to do, we just did
not know how to do it.
That’s where makepositive
came in.”
Next Actions
Salesforce.com can evolve with each milestone of
this Foundation without interrupting the day-today functions that are helping the team manage
their stakeholders. The next steps for this solution
will involve integrations with future development of
Salesforce.com communities, campaigns, marketing
and event management functionality as well as
collaboration with businesses and products on the
AppExchange; Xero integration, communication
tools, website integration, Better now integration.
If you know of a charity or you yourself have a
charity that would like to enquire and apply for the
Rainmaker Foundation Accelerator programme
contact their team here.
If you or your business are interested in becoming a
Rainmaker, mentor with the foundation or would like
to find out other ways in which you can contribute to
this foundation in assisting to accelerate the impact
of small charities with big potential... get in touch via
their website.
makepositive Comment
“Expert management of customer data is crucial to
organisations of all sizes and sectors” says Nadio
Granata, Head of Content at makepositive. “The
fact that the Rainmaker Foundation is relatively
small in terms of its payroll, but extensive in terms
of its reach and impact ... makes this a particularly
relevant case study for similar organisations who
must optimise their productivity despite having
limited resources.
Well done Jasmine, Rajni and the team...and
especially Rainmaker for having the foresight and
determination to transform their organisation”.
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